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(SSP: Subaru Strategic Program, 300nights/5yrs)

2 Wide-field imaging with Hyper Suprime-Cam

(LBGs), Lyman-α emitters (LAEs) and quasars to an unprecedented depth and solid angle. The clustering of the
LBG samples will allow us to determine the dependence of the stellar mass and star formation rate on the host dark
halo mass over Mhalo ∼ 1011 – 1013M⊙ in the era of galaxy formation, z ∼ 2 – 7. We will measure the clustering
and luminosity functions of LAEs at z = 2.2, 5.7, 6.6, and 7.3 with samples extending down to ∼ 0.3L∗. At high
redshift, these will allow us to constrain the neutral hydrogen fraction of the intergalactic medium, xHI, at z ∼ 7
with a precision of σ(xHI) ∼ 0.1, and to constrain the topology of spatially-inhomogeneous reionization.

1 Introduction
We live in a golden age for extragalactic astronomy and cosmology. We now have a quantitative and highly
predictive model for the overall composition and expansion history of the Universe that is in accord with
a large array of independent and complementary observations. Observations of galaxies over most of the
13.7 billion year history of the Universe have led to a broad-brush understanding of the basics of galaxy
evolution. However, there are fundamental and inter-related questions that remain:
• What is the physical nature of dark matter and dark energy? Is dark energy truly necessary, or could
the accelerated expansion of the Universe be explained by modifications of the law of gravity?
• How did galaxies assemble, and how did their properties change, over cosmic time?
• What is the topology and timing of reionization at high redshift? What were the ionizing sources?

These questions, and many more, can be addressed with a comprehensive deep and wide-angle imaging
survey of the sky, using the Hyper Suprime-Cam (HSC) on the 8.2m Subaru Telescope. The combination
of the large aperture of the Subaru Telescope, the large field of view (1.77 deg2) of HSC, and the excellent
image quality of the site and the telescope make this the ideal instrument for addressing these fundamental
questions in modern cosmology and astronomy. We propose a 300-night strategic survey program, involving
astronomers from Japan, Taiwan, and Princeton University in the United States. The survey will consist
of three layers, which together will explore galaxy evolution over the full range of cosmic history from the
present to redshift 7, probing both starlight (from the photometry) and dark matter (using gravitational
lensing). The weak lensing (WL) allows us to measure the large-scale distribution of dark matter and
its evolution with cosmic time. Cross-correlations of HSC WL observables with the spectroscopic galaxy
distribution in the SDSS/Baryon Oscillation Spectroscopic Survey (BOSS) and the observed temperature
and polarization fluctuations in the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) will constrain the parameters
of the standard model of cosmology, and test for exotic variations such as deviations from the predictions of
General Relativity on cosmological scales. Studies of the highest-redshift galaxies and quasars discovered
in this survey will lead to a deeper understanding of reionization, a key event in the thermal history of the
Universe.

Table 1: Summary of HSC-Wide, Deep and Ultradeep layers
Layer Area # of Filters & Depth Comoving volume Key Science

[deg2] HSC fields [h−3Gpc3]
Wide 1400 916 grizy (r ≃ 26) ∼ 4.4 (z < 2) WL cosmology, z ∼ 1 gals, clusters
Deep 27 15 grizy+3NBs (r ≃ 27) ∼ 0.5 (1 < z < 5) z <∼ 2 gals, reionization, WL calib.
Ultradeep 3.5 2 grizy+3NBs (r ≃ 28) ∼ 0.07 (2 < z < 7) z >∼ 2 gals, reionization, SNeIa

The experience of the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS; York et al. 2000), and the tremendous success of
the current prime-focus camera on Subaru, Suprime-Cam (Miyazaki et al. 2002a), have demonstrated the
power of wide-field imaging to make science breakthroughs in a broad range of topics. The SDSS imaged
in five broad-bands (u, g, r, i, and z), to a depth of r ≈ 22.5 (5σ point source). It has produced more
highly cited papers in recent years than any other observational facility, including the Keck Telescopes
and the Hubble Space Telescope (Madrid & Macchetto 2009). The SDSS characterized the nature and
distribution of galaxies in the local present-day Universe. Observations with Suprime-Cam have led the
world in studies of the distant Universe, and have shown that an imager on the Subaru telescope has the
potential to extend SDSS low-redshift discoveries in the field of cosmology and galaxy formation/evolution
to the intermediate- and high-redshift Universe. The HSC survey we propose will cover SDSS-like volumes
at high redshift, making it the first truly large-scale survey of the distant Universe.

survey area cluster number (dn/dz)

HSC-Deep 27 deg2 200 (>1014 M◉) at z=1 ±0.5

6 (>1014.5M◉) at z=1 ±0.5

HSC-Wide 1400 deg2 10,000 (>1014 M◉) at z=1 ±0.5

300 (>1014.5M◉) at z=1 ±0.5

Superb for distant cluster search as well !



CL0016 cluster (z=0.55)
(Tanaka, M. et al. 2009)

PFS

Millenium Simulation
(Springel et al. 2005)

~1,200 redshifts from spectroscopy
red are cluster members, while blue are non-members

LSS around the richest cluster at z=0.55

HSC + PFS is unique/powerful to probe LSSs

Suprime-Cam 7-pointings

1.3°= 75 Mpc (z=1), 100 Mpc (z=1.5), 118 Mpc (z=2) in co-moving

HSC



HSC 
NB 

filters

“red sequence” survey (passive galaxies) “blue coud” survey (SF galaxies)
phot-z (or color-color) survey to z~1.5 NB [OII],[OIII] emitter survey to z~1.7

Hybrid Search for Clusters with HSC (HSC2) PI: Kodama
Based on the HSC-SSP data (Deep: 27deg^2)

100s-1,000s of clusters at 0.4<z<1.7
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20 arcmin = 22 Mpc (comoving)

Blue Cloud ([OII], [OIII] emitters)
Red Sequence (r’i’z’-selected)

DEEP2-3 COSMOS

“Normal” cluster at z=1.2 showing excesses
in both QGs and SFGs

“Blue” dominated cluster at z=0.8 with
a lack of overdensity in QGs

Examples of clusters discovered by HSC2



GOLDRUSH 

g-dropout
179 proto-clusters at z~3.8 over 121 deg2 using HSC-SSP-Wide

Toshikawa et al. (2017)
Onoue et al. (2017)

Proto-cluster search at 2<z<6 with LBGs over 1400 deg2 (HSC-SSP-Wide)



4 narrow-band filters 7 narrow-band filtersz = 2

Suprime-Cam (optical; 34’x27’) MOIRCS (NIR; 7’x4’)

Wide-Field Survey of Line Emitters ([OII], [OIII], Hα) of
14 known clusters at 0.4<z<3.6 and major general fields (CANDELS)

MAHALO−Subaru
MApping HAlpha and Lines of Oxygen with Subaru

(PI: Kodama, T.)

FWHMs correspond to ±1500-2000km/s

1. Nearly a complete sample of SFGs down to a certain line flux limit. (no pre-selection)
2. Redshifts are determined within a narrow slice only by imaging.
3. Less affected by dust extinction compared to UV-selected SFGs such as LAEs/LBGs.
4. Known redshifts/line fluxes are extremely useful for follow-up observations,

such as NIR spectroscopy and ALMA line observations. 

Advantages of NB-selected SFGs (HAEs, O3Es)

~20 nights for imaging



○ LAEs
● HAEs

Suprime-Cam (34’ x 27’) − NB429 (Lyα)

MOIRCS (7’ x 4’) − NB2315 (Hα)

Shimakawa et al (2017)
Hayashi et al. (2012; 2016)

LSS at z=2.5 (USS1558) traced by dual NB imaging (Lyα + Hα)

Dual emitters (LAE&HAE) avoid the densest clumps!

LAE&HAE



WFIRST AFTA 2.4m diameter mirror

Resolution= 0.14”@F184

First light: Sep 2025



1 hour exp. = 26.9 mag (5σ) (>2.5 mag deeper than ground-based 8m)
= 1(5) x 109 M◉ at z=4 for Const SF (SSP) models

10 deg2 = 40 ptgs. = 108 Mpc3 / (Δz=1) (co-moving)
= 10 Coma (>1014.5M◉) progenitors / (Δz=1) 

Grism line sensitivity = 

Some numbers…

Spatial resolution = 0.14”@F184 = 1.1 kpc

SFR(Hα) = 14 M◉/yr @z=2

6 x 10-17 ergs/s/cm2

SFR([OIII]) = 34 M◉/yr @z=3

(1hour, 5σ)

<2μm = Rest-frame optical light to z<4 (stellar mass selected)

w/o dust corr.



Mass assembly history of galaxies:
stellar mass functions back to z~4

7

Fig. 5.— Stellar mass functions of all galaxies, quiescent galaxies, and star-forming galaxies in different redshift intervals. The
shaded/hatched regions represent the total 1σ uncertainties of the maximum-likelihood analysis, including cosmic variance and the er-
rors from photometric uncertainties as derived using the MC realizations. The normalization of the SMF of quiescent galaxies evolves
rapidly with redshift, whereas the normalization for star-forming galaxies evolves relatively slowly. In particular, there is almost no change
at the high-mass end of the star forming SMF, whereas there is clear growth at the high-mass end of the quiescent population. There is
also evidence for evolution of the low-mass end slope for quiescent galaxies. At low-redshift a double Schechter function fit is required to
reproduce the total SMF.

(MC) realizations of the catalog. Within each realiza-
tion the photometry in the catalog is perturbed using
the measured photometric uncertainties. New zphot and
Mstar are calculated for each galaxy using the perturbed
catalog. The 100 MC catalogs are then used to recalcu-
late the SMFs and the range of values gives an empirical
estimate of the uncertainties in the SMFs due to un-
certainties in Mstar and zphot that propagate from the
photometric uncertainties.
In addition to these zphot and Mstar uncertainties, the

uncertainty from cosmic variance is also included us-
ing the prescriptions of Moster et al. (2011). In Figure
4 we plot the uncertainty in the abundance of galax-
ies with Log(Mstar/M⊙) = 11.0 due to cosmic variance
as a function of redshift. Cosmic variance is most pro-
nounced at the high-mass end where galaxies are more
clustered, and at low redshift, where the survey volume
is smallest. Also plotted in Figure 4 are the cosmic vari-
ance uncertainties from other NIR surveys such as FIRE-
WORKS (Wuyts et al. 2008), MUYSC (Quadri et al.
2007; Marchesini et al. 2009), NMBS (Whitaker et al.
2011), and the UDS (Williams et al. 2009). These sur-
veys cover areas that are factor of ∼ 50, 16, 4, and 2
smaller than UltraVISTA, respectively. Figure 4 shows
that the improved area from UltraVISTA offers a factor
of 1.5 improvement in the uncertainties in cosmic vari-
ance compared to even the best previous surveys, and
that over the full redshift range the uncertainty from
cosmic variance is ∼ 8 - 15% at Log(Mstar/M⊙) = 11.0.
The total uncertainties in the determination of the

SMFs are derived as follows. For the 1/Vmax method,
the total 1σ random error in each mass bin is the quadra-
ture sum of the Poisson error, the error from photo-

metric uncertainties as derived using the MC realiza-
tions, and the error due to cosmic variance. For the
maximum-likelihood method, the total 1σ random errors
of the Schechter function parameters α, M∗

star, and Φ∗

are the quadrature sum of the errors from the maximum-
likelihood analysis, the errors from photometric uncer-
tainties as derived using the MC realizations, and the
error due to cosmic variance (affecting only the normal-
ization Φ∗).

4. THE STELLAR MASS FUNCTIONS, MASS DENSITIES
AND NUMBER DENSITIES TO Z = 4

4.1. The Stellar Mass Functions

In Figure 5 we plot the best-fit maximum-likelihood
SMFs for the star-forming, quiescent, and combined pop-
ulations of galaxies. Figure 5 illustrates the redshift evo-
lution of the SMFs of the individual populations, which
we discuss in detail in § 5. To better illustrate the relative
contribution of both star-forming and quiescent galaxies
to the combined SMF, in Figure 6 we plot the SMFs de-
rived using the 1/Vmax method (points), as well as the
fits from the maximum-likelihood method (filled regions)
in the same redshift bins. The SMFs of the combined
population are plotted in the top panels, and the SMFs
of the star-forming and quiescent populations are plotted
in the middle panels. Within each of the higher redshift
bins, the SMFs from the lowest-redshift bin (0.2 < z <
0.5) are shown as the dotted line as a fiducial to demon-
strate the relative evolution of the SMFs. The fraction
of quiescent galaxies as a function of Mstar is shown in
the bottom panels and the best-fit Schechter function pa-
rameters for these redshift ranges are listed in Table 1.
For reference, in the lowest-redshift panel (0.2 < z <

Muzzin et al. (2013)

100K galaxies over a 1.62 deg^2 field down to Ks=23.4 (AB)

Down to ~109 M◉ (1h) back to z~4 with WFIRST

ULTRA-VISTA (COSMOS)

?
?

z=4

z=4



van der Wel et al. (2014)

Star forming

Quiescent

Size Evolution of Star-Forming Galaxies to z~4

0.14” at F184
~1.1kpc

z~4
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Figure 3. Surface density profiles from z = 2.5 to z = 0, as measured from averaged, PSF-corrected rest-frame g-band images in each redshift bin. The horizontal axis
is linear in (a) and logarithmic in (b). The galaxy image is randomly chosen from our SDSS sample to illustrate the radial extent of the profiles. The main evolution
is in normalization, which is determined by MMW(z) (Equation (1)). The profile shapes are very similar from z ∼ 2.5 to z ∼ 1, which implies that the galaxies are
building up mass at all radii. After z ∼ 1 the central regions gradually stop growing but the disk continues to build up.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

It is clear from Figure 2 that present-day galaxies with the
mass of the Milky Way have changed over cosmic time. The
most obvious change is that galaxies became redder with time,
particularly after z ∼ 1, indicative of a decrease in the specific
SFR. The galaxies also appear brighter at lower redshift in
Figure 2, reflecting the mass evolution of Equation (1). A
striking aspect of this change in brightness, and a central result
of this Letter, is that the bulges appear to change nearly as
much as the disks, particularly at z > 1. We do not see high-
density “naked bulges” at z ∼ 2 around which disks gradually
assembled. Instead, the central densities at z ∼ 2 were much
lower than the central densities at z ∼ 0. We quantify this result
in the remainder of the Letter.

3.2. Evolution of Surface Density Profiles

We first analyze the surface density profiles of the galaxies,
in order to study their mass growth as a function of radial
distance from their centers. Following van Dokkum et al. (2010)
we measured the profiles from stacked images to increase the
signal-to-noise ratio. The galaxies were grouped in six bins
with mean redshifts 0.015, 0.60, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, and 2.4. Each bin
contains 40–90 galaxies. The rest-frame u- and g-band images
in each bin were normalized and stacked, aggressively masking
all neighboring objects.

The image stacks were corrected for the effects of the
point-spread function (PSF) following the method outlined in
Szomoru et al. (2010). First, a two-dimensional Sérsic (1968)
model, convolved with the PSF, was fit to the stacks using the
GALFIT code (Peng et al. 2010). Then the residuals of this
fit were added to the unconvolved Sérsic model. As shown
in Szomoru et al. (2010), this method reconstructs the true
flux distribution with high fidelity, even for galaxies that are
poorly fit by Sérsic profiles. The resulting radial surface density
profiles are shown in Figure 3. The profiles are derived from the

rest-frame g-band images and scaled such that the total mass
within a diameter of 50 kpc is equal to MMW(z). Error bars were
determined from bootstrapping (see van Dokkum et al. 2010).
We note here that the u − g color gradients of the stacks are
small (≈0.1 dex−1) at all redshifts, consistent with other studies
(e.g., Szomoru et al. 2013).

There is strong evolution in the overall normalization of the
profiles from z = 2.5 to z = 1 and less evolution thereafter,
reflecting the mass evolution of Equation (1). The evolution
from z = 2.5 to z = 1 is strikingly uniform: the profiles are
roughly parallel to one another in Figure 3(b), and rather than
assembling only inside out the galaxies increase their mass at
all radii. This is in marked contrast to more massive galaxies,
which form their cores early and exclusively build up their outer
parts over this redshift range (see Figure 6 in van Dokkum
et al. 2010 and Figure 6 in Patel et al. 2013). After z ∼ 1,
the evolution in the central parts slows down but the outer
parts continue to build up, consistent with the visual impression
that around this time the classical “quiescent bulge and star-
forming disk” structure of spiral galaxies was established (see
Figure 2).

3.3. Mass Growth at Different Radii

We explicitly show the mass growth at different radii in
Figure 4(a). From z = 2.5 to z = 1, the mass outside of
r = 2 kpc increased by 0.8 ± 0.1 dex and the mass inside
2 kpc increased by 0.5 ± 0.1 dex. Although the mass evolution
is slightly faster at large radii than at small radii, the trend is
qualitatively different from that seen in more massive galaxies:
after z ∼ 2 the mass within 2 kpc is constant to within 0.1 dex for
galaxies with log(M/M⊙)(z = 0) = 11.2 (see Figure 7 of Patel
et al. 2013). At later times the central mass growth decreases:
from z = 1 to z = 0 the mass within 2 kpc grows by only
0.09 ± 0.04 dex.
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Figure 6. Top panels: average radial surface density profiles of galaxies with a number density of 2 × 10−4 Mpc−3 as a function of redshift. The data points were
measured from the deconvolved stacked images. Error bars are 68% confidence limits derived from bootstrapping the stacks. The same data are shown vs. radius (left
panel) and log radius (right panel). Small boxes above the panels indicate the pixel size of 0.′′3. There is a clear trend with redshift: at small radii the profiles overlap,
but at large radii the profiles get progressively steeper with redshift. Lines show the best-fitting Sersic profiles, determined from fitting PSF-convolved models to the
original (not deconvolved) stacked images. Bottom panels: cumulative mass as a function of radius, as implied by the best-fitting Sersic profiles. The vertical axis is in
units of the total mass at z = 0 within a 150 kpc diameter aperture. Note that the normalization of the profiles is not a free parameter but follows from the requirement
that the total mass within this aperture is equal to Mn(z) (Equation (1)). The mass growth of galaxies of this number density is dominated by the buildup of the outer
envelope, at radii !5 kpc.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

ences in the measured effective radii were <10% at all redshifts.
The deconvolution was done with a combination of the Lucy–
Richardson algorithm (Lucy 1974) and σ -CLEAN (Högbom
1974; Keel 1991), ensuring flux conservation. Lucy works well
for extended low surface brightness emission but does not op-
timally recover the flux in the central pixels (see, e.g., Griffiths
et al. 1994), whereas CLEAN quickly converges in the central
regions but leads to strong amplification of noise in areas of low
surface brightness. In practice, we applied a smoothly varying
weight function to combine the CLEAN and Lucy reconstruc-
tions, giving a weight of 1 to CLEAN in the central pixels and
a weight of 1 to Lucy at radii >3 pixels. In the transition region
the form of the weight function was determined by the require-
ment to conserve total flux. We note that we use the deconvolved
images for illustrative purposes only, as we later quantify the
evolution by fitting Sersic (1968) profiles to the original, PSF-
convolved images. The deconvolved images are shown below
the original stacks in Figure 5. Profiles derived from these im-
ages are shown in red in the bottom panels of Figure 5.

It is immediately obvious from the deconvolved images
and the radial profiles that the galaxies are smaller at higher
redshift.11 Furthermore, the central parts of the galaxies are
fairly similar: at all redshifts there is a bright core but only at
lower redshifts this core is surrounded by extended emission.

11 Note that this trend is somewhat exaggerated going from z = 0.6 to
z = 1.1, as the flux is shown as a function of radius in arcseconds rather than
kpc in Figure 5.

This is a key result of the paper and it is quantified in the sections
below. Here it is illustrated by the red contours in Figure 5. The
inner (dotted) contour shows the radius at which the surface
brightness is 5% of the peak value. This radius is very similar at
all redshifts. The outer (solid) contour shows the radius where
the surface brightness if 0.5% of the peak. This radius is much
larger at low redshift than at high redshift. Together, the two
contours demonstrate that the shape of the profile changes with
redshift, with the core of present-day massive galaxies mostly
in place at z = 2 but the outer parts building up gradually over
time.

3.3. Surface Density Profiles

When color gradients are ignored, the deconvolved radial
profiles can be interpreted as stellar mass surface density
profiles. The median mass of the galaxies in each of the stacks
is determined by our constant number density selection, and the
calibration of the profiles follows from the requirement that

! 75

0
2πrΣ(r)dr = Mn, (2)

with r in kpc, Σ(r) the radial surface density profile in units
of M⊙ kpc−2, and Mn given by Equation (1). It is implicitly
assumed that the total stellar mass in our catalog equals the
mass within a 150 kpc diameter aperture (see Section 2.2).
Figure 6 shows the radial surface density profiles as a function
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of M⊙ kpc−2, and Mn given by Equation (1). It is implicitly
assumed that the total stellar mass in our catalog equals the
mass within a 150 kpc diameter aperture (see Section 2.2).
Figure 6 shows the radial surface density profiles as a function
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Figure 3. Surface density profiles from z = 2.5 to z = 0, as measured from averaged, PSF-corrected rest-frame g-band images in each redshift bin. The horizontal axis
is linear in (a) and logarithmic in (b). The galaxy image is randomly chosen from our SDSS sample to illustrate the radial extent of the profiles. The main evolution
is in normalization, which is determined by MMW(z) (Equation (1)). The profile shapes are very similar from z ∼ 2.5 to z ∼ 1, which implies that the galaxies are
building up mass at all radii. After z ∼ 1 the central regions gradually stop growing but the disk continues to build up.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

It is clear from Figure 2 that present-day galaxies with the
mass of the Milky Way have changed over cosmic time. The
most obvious change is that galaxies became redder with time,
particularly after z ∼ 1, indicative of a decrease in the specific
SFR. The galaxies also appear brighter at lower redshift in
Figure 2, reflecting the mass evolution of Equation (1). A
striking aspect of this change in brightness, and a central result
of this Letter, is that the bulges appear to change nearly as
much as the disks, particularly at z > 1. We do not see high-
density “naked bulges” at z ∼ 2 around which disks gradually
assembled. Instead, the central densities at z ∼ 2 were much
lower than the central densities at z ∼ 0. We quantify this result
in the remainder of the Letter.

3.2. Evolution of Surface Density Profiles

We first analyze the surface density profiles of the galaxies,
in order to study their mass growth as a function of radial
distance from their centers. Following van Dokkum et al. (2010)
we measured the profiles from stacked images to increase the
signal-to-noise ratio. The galaxies were grouped in six bins
with mean redshifts 0.015, 0.60, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, and 2.4. Each bin
contains 40–90 galaxies. The rest-frame u- and g-band images
in each bin were normalized and stacked, aggressively masking
all neighboring objects.

The image stacks were corrected for the effects of the
point-spread function (PSF) following the method outlined in
Szomoru et al. (2010). First, a two-dimensional Sérsic (1968)
model, convolved with the PSF, was fit to the stacks using the
GALFIT code (Peng et al. 2010). Then the residuals of this
fit were added to the unconvolved Sérsic model. As shown
in Szomoru et al. (2010), this method reconstructs the true
flux distribution with high fidelity, even for galaxies that are
poorly fit by Sérsic profiles. The resulting radial surface density
profiles are shown in Figure 3. The profiles are derived from the

rest-frame g-band images and scaled such that the total mass
within a diameter of 50 kpc is equal to MMW(z). Error bars were
determined from bootstrapping (see van Dokkum et al. 2010).
We note here that the u − g color gradients of the stacks are
small (≈0.1 dex−1) at all redshifts, consistent with other studies
(e.g., Szomoru et al. 2013).

There is strong evolution in the overall normalization of the
profiles from z = 2.5 to z = 1 and less evolution thereafter,
reflecting the mass evolution of Equation (1). The evolution
from z = 2.5 to z = 1 is strikingly uniform: the profiles are
roughly parallel to one another in Figure 3(b), and rather than
assembling only inside out the galaxies increase their mass at
all radii. This is in marked contrast to more massive galaxies,
which form their cores early and exclusively build up their outer
parts over this redshift range (see Figure 6 in van Dokkum
et al. 2010 and Figure 6 in Patel et al. 2013). After z ∼ 1,
the evolution in the central parts slows down but the outer
parts continue to build up, consistent with the visual impression
that around this time the classical “quiescent bulge and star-
forming disk” structure of spiral galaxies was established (see
Figure 2).

3.3. Mass Growth at Different Radii

We explicitly show the mass growth at different radii in
Figure 4(a). From z = 2.5 to z = 1, the mass outside of
r = 2 kpc increased by 0.8 ± 0.1 dex and the mass inside
2 kpc increased by 0.5 ± 0.1 dex. Although the mass evolution
is slightly faster at large radii than at small radii, the trend is
qualitatively different from that seen in more massive galaxies:
after z ∼ 2 the mass within 2 kpc is constant to within 0.1 dex for
galaxies with log(M/M⊙)(z = 0) = 11.2 (see Figure 7 of Patel
et al. 2013). At later times the central mass growth decreases:
from z = 1 to z = 0 the mass within 2 kpc grows by only
0.09 ± 0.04 dex.

4

van Dokkum et al. (2010) van Dokkum et al. (2013)

Mstars= 5 × 1010 M◉ (z=0)
Ncomoving（＞M）=1.1 × 10-3 Mpc-3

Mstars= 3 × 1011 M◉ (z=0)
Ncomoving（＞M）= 2 × 10-4 Mpc-3

Mass profile evolution within galaxies

Giant galaxies (e.g. elliptical galaxies) Milky-way class galaxies

Inside-out growth! Bulges and Disks grow together at z>1.

0.14”0.14”

Stellar mass radial profiles



Nelson et al. (2015)

Inside-out quenching?

3D-HST
(grims spec.)

Hα / [OIII] compactness back to z~2 / 3

Propagation of star formation/quenching within galaxies

z~1

0.14”

SFR(Ha)=14 Msun/yr@z=2

WFIRST-grism
6 e-17 ergs/s/cm^2

SFR(OIII)=34 Msun/yr@z=3



Mass assembly history of LSSs since z~4

-- from UV to Mstars --

LBGs (g-drop) at z~3.8 by HSC-SSP Toshikawa+ ’17

-- from bright-end to faint-end --

Onoue+ ’17



Are you (will you be) satisfied?

I’m not.

λ<2μm is a frustrating limitation!

Why don’t we extend it to λ>2μm
where the space severely wins?

You’re not, either.



• Mass limited sample back to z~10
Phot-z with WISH (2-5µm) + WFIRST (1-2µm) + HSC (<1µm)

• SFR limited sample at back to z~7
Hα/[OIII] emitters with NB filters or grism spec. (2-5µm)

à “Mass assembly history” on LSS-galaxy scales all the way 
from z=10 to the present-day. 

WISH–Long after WFIRST?

Now dedicated to 2~5μm, and coordinated with WFIRST (1~2μm)!

WISH was a planned 1.5-m class space telescope mission
for 1-5μm with a FoV of 0.24 sq. deg. (PI. Yamada T. [JAXA])

Highly complementary to JWST in (FoV, depth) !



WISH Ultra Deep Survey (UDS)
Mstars = 108 M◉ (z=1) ~ 109 M◉ (z=8)

WISH sensitivity to stellar mass to z~8

Based on 
Kodama et al.’s (1999) model

10-20 hours/band

109 M◉

1010 M◉



NB
Filter

Wavelength 
(μm)

Redshift
(Hα, OIII)

SFR
(M◉/yr)

# / FoV Coordinated filters

NB217 2.17 2.3, 3.3 7 ~1500 SWIMS-NB2167
HSC-NB527 (Lya@z=3.3)

NB284 2.84 3.3,  4.7 20 ~200 SWIMS-NB2167 ([OIII]@z=3.3)

NB335 3.35 4.1,  5.7 30 ~150 HSC-NB816 (Lyα@z=5.7)

NB441 4.41 5.7,  7.8 90 ~20 HSC-NB816 (Lyα@z=5.7)

NB497 4.97 6.6,  8.9 250 ?? HSC-NB921 (Lyα@z=6.6)

6hrs exp. (5σ), 1mag extinction of Hα

or tunable filters and/or slitless grism spectroscopy (R~500)?

Proposing narrow-band filters

WISH–Long after WFIRST?





How can we make WISH-long 
finally come true?

• JAXA small-class mission (2026-28)? 1.2m?
• Joint survey?  WFIRST (<2m) + WISH-II (2-5um)
• Joint efforts to realize it with WFIRST team?

➕

Need a new name!
= WSECONDWISH-II

-II



Summary
• WFIRST will be an excellent tracer of stellar 

mass out to z~4 at rest-frame optical.
• Stellar mass assembly history all the way 

from 109 M◉ at z~4 to the present-day.
• Size/profile evolution from z~4.
• Super-cluster (LSS) scale assembly history 

from z~4 together with HSC+PFS.
• Wish to extend it to z~8-10 with WISH-II
• Joint efforts to realize it with WFIRST team?


